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ABSTRACT Device to Device (D2D) communications is a candidate technology for the fifth-generation

(5G) and beyond mobile networks and certainly that results in high throughput, less energy consumption,

reduce delay, and data traffic offload. Proximity services are the key enablers of D2D communications.

A D2D technology boosts the performance and capacity of a conventional cellular system through the

proximity services. To initiate the proximity services, Device Discovery (DD) is one of the the primary

tasks. A DD makes the decision for effective D2D communications in terms of accuracy, speed, and

minimum energy consumption. To discover the neighbor devices, the discovery signal is transmitted directly

or through some access points. The discovery signal is affected by invaders during transmission which causes

inaccuracy, energy consumption, and latency. Therefore, security and privacy issues must be addressed,

especially in discovery signal transmission. In this paper, security and privacy issues in DD are highlighted.

It is comprehensive and proves that in-band is much better than out-band with practical and technological

reasons. To enhance the scope of the research, network level, and system level Security and Privacy (S&P)

issues in the distributed and centralized systems environment with or without central management are

surveyed. Along with an extensive survey is provided for the most recent work on DD concerning security

and privacy issues, and comparison among in-band and out-band DD is performed. In the end, open issues

are identified as future work on DD security and privacy in D2D communications. It is a novel survey in

terms of security and privacy aspects of DD with possible suggested solutions for readers’ motivation.

INDEX TERMS Security and privacy, D2D communication, device discovery, LISP, LBSP.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Device to Device (D2D) communication enables direct

communications among devices in distributed and network

assisted fashion. To initiate proximity services in D2D com-

munication, Device Discovery (DD) is a primary and ini-

tial phase [1]. DD is a complementary feature for cellu-

lar communication standard [2]. In Fifth-Generation (5G),

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Wen-Long Chin .

it is anticipated that cooperative DD architecture will be

implemented that will rely upon 5G technologies like Mas-

sive MIMO (M-MIMO), small cells, and mm-waves [3].

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) authority

focuses on future cellular systems to help connecting 1 trillion

devices [4]. The 5G perception depends on the dense deploy-

ment and larger bandwidth, and consequently has an intrinsic

ability to accomplish exceptionally accurate DD at a very

low energy utilization in the devices. However, intrinsic abil-

ity needs a vigilant structure of the 5G network to use the
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TABLE 1. Key symbols descriptions.

discovery potential completely without a negative effect on

the communication topographies. Devices are generally lim-

ited by the power source, which makes energy as the most

important resource constraint. The additional energy con-

sumed by the devices due to Security and Privacy (S&P)

depends on the enabled security features, such as encod-

ing, decoding, and confirmation of the identity. Moreover,

energy is essential for transmission, reception, supervision

of security material and security of discovery signal. The

research challenge is to reduce the energy consumption with

a maximum performance in terms of S&P, which is a very

important factor during planning of S&P measures for DD.

The key symbols used in the paper are defined in Table 1.

The important parameters to implement DD are direc-

tion of arrival, the time of arrival, time difference of

arrival, and the received signal strength indicator data. All

these parameters are vulnerable against S&P, and cause

inaccurate DD. Recent literature [4], [5] indicates that the

improved 5G services will support network-based discovery.

The discovery precision changes application to application.

In 80% of discovery events precision does acceptable from

10 meters to more than 1 meter. While in 5G and indoor

discovery accuracy greater than 1 meter and 0.3 meters

especially in vehicular applications. Such an extraordinary

resolution in DD can trigger huge advantages for both the

system and devices. Such an extraordinary resolution in

DD can trigger huge advantages for both the system and

devices. The advantages include user-adapted location based

services, context-based optimized radio resource manage-

ment, delay reduction, energy optimized D2D communica-

tion, and location-informed interference mitigation. These

applications of DD are vulnerable against invaders and causes

inaccuracy. Therefore, S&P is an important research chal-

lenge for accurate DD. D2D connections are vulnerable

to different security invaders as explained in Figure 1 and

Figure 2. Due to the densification of the cellular systems,

jamming in ultra dense networks is posing serious threats

to the authenticity, confidentiality, and integrity of discovery

information exchange over direct connections. This needs

attention and necessary action.

The DD protocols and algorithms are categorized as cen-

tralized and distributedmethods. In centralizedmethods, each

FIGURE 1. Vulnerability classifications for the S&P.

FIGURE 2. List of potential attacks on DD in D2D.

device can access the shared resource via the control channel

or from the server before network formation. In a distributed

method, the resources are shared among devices in an unco-

operative way. Thus, this methodology is more susceptible

to jamming attacks due to the presence of the primary and

secondary devices, which interfere each other. Therefore,

the distributed method is avoided for S&P acknowledged

systems. [6]. Conversely, it can make significant security

concerns from the device perspective and also be sensitive

to global interference and security violations in the DD.

With the introduction of cloud 5G discovery [7], the

Location Information Service Provider (LISP), the Location-

Based Service Provider (LBSP), and the Location Informa-

tion Collaborator (LIC) will probably need to adapt to hacker

attacks into the databases and pernicious data inputs. In self-

organizing D2D networks, it is important to build up a link

between devices without any help from different frameworks,

for example, base stations or access point. A significant
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characteristic of such systems is that a device can be a relay

(multi-hop) device that conveys the information of a specific

source device to some other destination device away from

immediate transmission range for transferring information or

data traffic offloading. This is valuable for emergency ser-

vices in catastrophic circumstances, military strategic/battle

systems [8]. In such situations, every device must have the

capability to set up a link with neighboring device, known

as a congregation. For link setup, the frequency band may

not be known from the earlier in the operating region, as in

the case of cognitive radio systems, and therefore authen-

ticated channel is vulnerable against jamming attack. Fur-

thermore, devices must be equipped for switching to some

other accessible channel to keep up availability when the

present communication channel is disabled suddenly. For

these systems, it is helpful that a clique of devices can create

a network utilizing channel that is detected to be accessible

in the area. While network assisted D2D is exculpated from

vulnerabilities issues due to centralized control [3].

The inspiration for addressing the S&P aspects for the

5G discovery originates from different vulnerability types as

is explained in Figure 1. The fact that it affects the discovery

architecture and can lead to the impact of numerous different

applications, which are presently unrealistic because of the

inappropriate S&P mechanism. All the factors in the discov-

ery procedure, for example, the devices, the LISP, network

operator and so on, can be assisted by the accessibility of new

S&P solutions. If the S&P of current discovery frameworks

are expanded, this will likewise upgrade the ease of use of dis-

covery as a S&P parameter of values exchange, surveillance

systems, health monitoring, and social connectivity.

From the above discussions, there is a need to differenti-

ate S&P issues for in-band and out-band DD for effective

D2D communication. Therefore, in this article, S&P issues

for DD inD2D communication are evaluated and an extensive

survey is conducted for in-band and out-band D2D communi-

cation. It is proved that in-band is much better than out-band

DD in D2D communications with practical and technological

reasons. To enhance the scope, we focus on the independent

D2D because it presents a few extraordinary network level

and system level difficulties by working in a distributed and

centralized systems environment with or without central man-

agement. Our primary andmajor contributions are as follows:

· An extensive survey is provided for the most recent work on

DD in D2D systems related to security and privacy issues.

· Comparison is done among in-band and out-band DD in

D2D communication.

·Compared with preceding work on D2D security, an exhaus-

tive survey is done for D2D security in-terms of DD.

· Identified the open issues to motivate for future work on DD

S&P in D2D communication.

Rest of the paper is prepared as follows: The security

and privacy issues and requirements for DD with invader

model and fundamental players are explained in Section 2.

Section 3 clarifies how the security issues affect all actors

in DD. Security evolution in communication era and in

LISP, LBSP, and at the device level is defined in Section 4.

Section 5 gives the countermeasures solutions to security

threats in DD by the different researchers and encoding

techniques for S&P of discovery is described in Section 6.

Section 7 elaborates on the challenges and opportunities of

S&P and suggestions for improvement. In the end, paper

wraps up with the conclusion in Section 8.

II. DD PROTOCOLS

A beaconing based DD protocol is presented in [9], [10],

where devices communicate discovery information

using OFDMA. The devices look for beacon signals to locate

discrete devices in the vicinity during the early DD stage.

A DD protocol is offered in [11], where adjacent devices

detect potential D2D collaborators by receiving sounding

reference signal (SRS) data among up-link transmissions.

In LTE, each device is engaged on the SRS channel usually

to permit the base station to collect data for up-link channel

timetabling. Energy-efficient DD protocol is proposed for

public safety situation in D2D systems in [2], where main

limitations overlay interference and instantaneous device

access of resources are reflected. The consequence is the

highest quantity of discovering devices through energy effec-

tiveness. Results in [2] discussed that the suggested DD pro-

tocol improves the quantity of discovered devices contrasted

with static and random back-off models. A neighborhood

DD protocol by a device is proposed in [12] where motionless

DD is reviewed, where out of network and discovery time

is investigated and mathematical model for the protocol

is developed in [12] for traveling devices, and results are

validated by Monte-Carlo model. In [13], the authors sug-

gested privacy-maintaining DD protocol and authentication

techniques for 5G networks. Performance results accom-

plish privacy defense with standard efficiency. A full-duplex

allowed time-efficient DD protocol is proposed in [14] for

public safety using IB-FD. A framework for IB-FD structure

focus on public safety devices is recommended to reduce DD

delay and rise spectral efficiency. The proposed structure has

the capability of transmission mode shifting from half to full-

duplex. To confirm the validity, simulation are performed

and the results are contrasted with standard access technique.

This work focus on S&P issues for the implementation of

discovery for D2D communication. In the accompanying,

explicit difficulties are featured that are not tackled by con-

ventional methodologies. The absence of a central entity in

out-band D2D communication, for example,the base station

is the trademark uniqueness between independent D2D and

conventional foundation-based communication. Therefore,

the resource-controlled devices must deal with functional-

ities, for example, logging and auditing that are normally

overseen by means of a centralized entity. Otherwise,

D2D communication essentially depends on DD to dis-

tinguish communication contemporaries, which is done by

communicating the discovery signal over wireless channels.

This enables an attackers to discover and track devices, there-

fore violating discovery privacy. The potential violation for
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DD is listed in Figure 2. Concerning data privacy, devices

can block an enemy from attacking a centralized access

point striving to access the private data. It is still essential

for D2D operators to ensure subtle contents through private

data recovery by utilizing homomorphic encryption [15].

Moreover, as D2D operators are regularly unconstrained and

self-guided, privacy and security authorization in D2D will

be additionally challenging to acknowledge in contrast to

customary centralized environments. To enhance the scope

of S&P, we focus on the DD because it presents a few

extraordinary complexities of working in a distributed and

centralized environment. Our more commitments regarding

S&P are;

· S&P requirements for DD

· Invader model

· Fundamental players for DD

III. S&P REQUIREMENTS FOR DD

D2D was first introduced in the out-band scenario to han-

dle energy issues and the primary objective was the secure

communication. In the 3rd Generation Partnership Project

(3GPP), D2D has been allowed to work in the in-band sce-

nario, where the initial phase is DD before starting D2D

communications. If DD is not done properly, then will

cause insecure D2D link connection. The DD is confronting

new security and privacy challenges due to device mobility

in 3GPP. DD in the cellular systems and in the dense area

is not given attention properly, causing invader attacks and

inaccuracy [1]. In [3] authors described that to achieve a

capable DD, there are several requirements such as security

and privacy, energy-efficient DD, secure proximal DD in the

3GPP network. Cyber security related issues for the vehicle-

to-everything communications is being surveyed in [16].

The vehicle-to-everything communication is basically smart

D2D communication in mobility scenarios. The fast-moving

D2D system causes many S&P encounters due to hetero-

geneous devices, where traditional security techniques are

not much effective. Therefore, a broad variety of research

needs to be accomplished on improving security and privacy

solutions whereas considering D2D network requirements.

A survey on D2D communications research challenges and

issues is summarized in [17]. A D2D gets the benefit of the

proximity services for efficient resource utilization, increas-

ing data rates, and reduce latency. If the resource utilization

is affected by the invaders, then effective DD is impossible

for secure proximity services. The research society is actively

exploring the secure D2D paradigm to understand its broad

potential and empower its charm to integrate into the future

cellular architecture. Another survey is summarized in [18]

on security in D2D, where D2D in LTE is considered. A D2D

is a candidate technology for 5G for improving delay in

communication, power reduction and development assorted

additional applications and services. All these applications

and services are vulnerable to security and privacy and need

attention. It is essential for the accomplishment of D2D ser-

vices like DD has not been really examined in the literature

A security survey is summarized in [18], [19] for the D2D

communications in which taxonomy is done. A D2D network

enhances the performance and capacity of the traditional

cellular networks. These parameters are much depending on

security and privacy concerns, if the security and privacy

issues are not considered in all modes of phases for D2D

discovery and resource allocation may cause inefficiency.

Devices can be vulnerable and will be unable to shield

themselves against a wide assortment of S&P dangers. This is

fundamentally because of the justification that resources on

D2D are constrained. D2D standards that govern the advance-

ment are not yet established. Besides, the structure, advance-

ment and placement of the hardware and software isn’t at all

safe. The answer for these issues is that a comprehensive sys-

tem should built up for verifying the D2D layers. Significant

bottleneck in this methodology is that the D2D resources are

exceptionally differing in nature, in view of a few advance-

ments and conventions which make it very testing to build up

a general convention to meet the S&P threats. These threats

are partitioned into low, middle and high-level layers of D2D.

In this survey, different procedures for taking care of S&P

issues at various D2D layers have been surveyed. Attacks in

D2D, their consequences, solutions and function DD innova-

tion to address these issues are quickly introduces [20]. The

debate on S&P issues for wireless sensor networks (WSNs)

and wireless Ad-hoc networks (out-band) began several years

ago [21], but still there are open issues. The 3GPP security

work-group has recognized six vulnerability classifications

for the S&P domain [22] as depicted in Figure 1. Particularly

for D2D communication, links between neighbor devices

have security threats because of a direct link, mobility of

devices specifically in social applications [23]. The num-

ber of devices that can participate in D2D communication

depends on DD. Therefore, eavesdropper tried to assault DD

systems [24], [25]. This emphasizes the significance of S&P

in the design of the D2D communication. According to [26],

S&P is an open challenge for the initiation and completion

of D2D. Provided that the existing recommendations in the

WSN domain shape an upright solution. In spite of the fact,

that solution is not applicable to recent advancements in D2D

communication [27]. This survey directly addresses to the

S&P challenges for DD.

1) SECURITY

The data exchange between D2D operators is more vulner-

able because of the bared kind of wireless communication.

Assured wireless communication must fulfill the prerequi-

sites are depicted in Figure 3, that includes, authenticity,

availability and dependability, non-denial, confidentiality and

integrity [28], [29]. These features are highlighted here for

D2D communication.

a: AUTHENTICATION

It is critical to ensure D2D communication against mimic

attacks. The D2D network ought to have the capacity to

check, regardless of whether the D2D operators are permitted
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FIGURE 3. Security requirements for DD in D2D.

to utilize the D2D services or not. The authenticity of legit-

imated D2D operators empowers to particularly recognize

one another. On this premise, legitimated D2D operators and

non-legitimated operators can be distinguished.

b: AVAILABILITY AND DEPENDABILITY

Legitimated D2D operators ought to be equipped for access

to a wireless system ‘‘whenever and anyplace’’, even under

distributed denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. DoS attacks

are increasingly hard to identify in D2D systems on the

grounds that D2D does not much depend on a centralized

framework [30]. For instance, a jamming attack can be incog-

nito begun and antagonistically influence communication

between D2D operators.

c: NON-DENIAL

The source of a discovery signal cannot deny having S&P

issues by the invaders in the transmitted signal. The invader

can produce a flawed message, which has all the earmarks

same as from an approved party. The purpose is to make

an acquitted party look to be an ‘‘invader’’. If non-denial

is ensured, the receiver of a wrong signal can confirm the

instigator of the signal to recognize malignant behavior.

d: CONFIDENTIALITY

D2D administration controls the information access to guar-

antee that only registered D2D operators can access it. For

example, key encryption utilizes a mutual key between D2D

devices to scramble the information before transmission.

e: INTEGRITY

The objective of integrity is to give exact and consistent

information among D2D operators without modifications.

Information integrity might be abused if the invader bar-

gains a device by false reporting. An independent D2D sys-

tem basically is a direct link between neighboring devices.

A direct link is more vulnerable because of the restricted

computational capacity of devices for security-related

calculations [31].

FIGURE 4. Privacy requirements for DD in D2D.

f: SECURE TRANSMISSION

In the existence of foes, the information must be shared safely

among D2D operators. It should be ensured that just eligible

D2D operators are capable to examine the signal. In addition,

any change of information amid the transmission from the

sender to the receiver must be barred.

2) PRIVACY

Number of definitions exists in the literature for privacy.

We defined privacy as ‘‘the state of being alone and not

watched or disturbed by other people’’. Moreover, the term

privacy involves an extensive field of ideas with various

interpretations [32]. That is an amazing certainty, particularly

given that privacy is a standout amongst the most essential

concepts within recent memory, but then stays a standout

amongst the most tricky thoughts [33]. The D2D correspon-

dence must be secured by some type of encryption. The

privacy prerequisites for D2D are described in Figure 4 and

is explained as follows [34]:

a: ANONYMITY

Hide the identification ID of transmitter and receiver of a

D2D chit-chat from an intruder.

b: INELIGIBILITY

Different assemblies of D2D communication of the identical

operators should not be ineligibility. An opponent cannot

interface the D2D communication actions of specific D2D

operators to make an operator’s profile, which contains a lot

of personal data. interface the D2D communication actions of

specific D2D operators to make an operator’s profile, which

contains a lot of personal data.

c: CONTEXT PRIVACY

Opponent is not talented to acquire context knowledge during

the D2D access, for example, device position, type of service

request and call time.
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TABLE 2. Invader model [35].

d: CONFIDENTIALITY

Invader cannot peruse signals transmitted between two D2D

operators. This can be accomplished by cryptographic sys-

tems, like stream cryptographs to forestall eavesdropping.

e: INTEGRITY

Signal amid transmission cannot be modified. Modifica-

tions incorporate signals deleting, changing, creating and

re-transmission. Integrity can be guaranteed by other cryp-

tographic instruments like hash functions.

f: DENIABILITY

Being intelligent to probably repudiate a certain action, for

example sending a signal.

IV. FUNDAMENTAL PLAYERS FOR DD

For security issues in DD, a clear invader model is needed

to evaluate the security mechanism. The invader model stip-

ulates at least: 1) attacker access to personal information,

2) attacker access to background-knowledge, 3) Different

adversaries conspire. The proposed invader model covers and

depends upon the three dimensions as explained in Table 2.

The dimensions discussed here are internal and external,

active and passive, local and global. The internal invader is

a legitimated device in the system while the external invader

is a spurious intruder with fewer benefits than the internal.

An active invader can specifically adjust the system or device

to acquire delicate information. In contrast, passive invader

performs contextual and does not influence the device or

system. The local invader is controlled in scope and badly

impacts on D2D system and the global invader can control

multiple operators scattered across over the system. There are

four fundamental players who are involved in DD procedure

are affected by S&P. Figure 5 outlines the fundamental play-

ers in the 5G discovery procedure:

• LISP: called ‘‘discovery aggregator’’ [49] as well, and

it is the source that either performs discovery at the network

level, with measurements from the user or send discovery

data to the user, which empowers the device to process its

own position (device-assisted approach). LISP additionally

gives access to their databases to outsiders for location-based

application improvement and promotion.

• LBSP: the real location-based service provider for

tourist information, smart shopping, a corporal activity

FIGURE 5. Fundamental players in the 5G discovery procedure.

detector, and so on. LBSP processes discovery information

and makes reasonable position-aware content to the device

users.

• 5G enabled (devices) end users: broadband access

devices due to the 5G spectrum requires a certain

discovery-based service. The device can either discover itself

with contributions from LISP (device-assisted) or on the

other hand, can acquire its discovery from the 5G system

(network-assisted). In device-assisted discovery, each device

has Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) with Geo

maps in its memory; therefore, the discovery is completely

dependent on the GNSS signal and memory maps. Such a

discovery estimation can completely save the device secu-

rity if not directed further to the LBSP. An example of a

network-assisted discovery is cell-ID discovery, where the

system recognizes first the serving ‘‘base station’’ of the

device, and appraises the discovery to be inside a specific

range from the distinguished cell. In this circumstance,

the device discovery is never private, as it is now known

by LISP.

• LIC: can be attendance and alludes to some other device

operating in the system with whom the desired device can

cooperate. The 5G standard endorses D2D communication

certainly. Furthermore, cooperative communication can like-

wise serve in the discovery phase. In all the relationships

between the discovery chain actors appeared in Figure 5,

there are different threats and fragile points that can influ-

ence the S&P of the DD. All these players are affected at

different layers levels by invaders. The most related research

is discussed with levels and descriptions in Table 3. The levels

are defined based on the OSI model and are categorized into
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TABLE 3. Related work on D2D S&P issues [36].

FIGURE 6. D2D security levels.

the application, network, link, cross, transport, and physical.

Based on these parameters security and privacy concerns are

addressed.

V. SECURITY LEVELS IN DD

A D2D communication can be inclined to potential security

threats [23], [52]. For instance, D2D devices require to rec-

ognize adjacent discovered devices to team up. If the dis-

covery is initiated, the interference instigated by incorrectly

paired D2D operators can fundamentally bring down the

network performance [48]. In addition, D2D communication

between neighboring D2D devices gives alternative security

approaches, for example, physical-layer security by utilizing

channel statistics. So, multiple D2D security levels [51] and

two-level security in DD location and signal transmission

security are required as in Figure 6.

A. LOCATION SECURITY

D2D systems require to pair operators based on the dis-

covery to utilize locally accessible spectrum. This makes

a basic ambiguity for discovery deceive attack, where

the invader attacks the discovery signals received by the

D2D devices [53]. Hence, D2D devices acquire incorrect

accessible spectrum information with wrong discovery infor-

mation. This security ambiguity can possibly result in exten-

sive scale failing of moving D2D systems [36].

B. DISCOVERY INFORMATION TRANSMISSION SECURITY

Security in D2D communication is generally implemented

utilizing cryptography as in ordinary wireless communica-

tion. On the other hand, physical-layer security gives extra

security given by the channel measurements, which fits well

in the D2D communication scenarios [54]. Physical-layer

security is considered for D2D communication as an underlay

to cellular systems with an eavesdropper [55]. These cate-

gories of security issues are additionally common to other

networks, not exclusively to 5G, and both from the discov-

ery and communication aspects. Generally, the threats are

categorized into three basic types as explained in Table 2.

Recorded underneath in Table 4 are probably the most

widely recognized kinds of security threats as talked about

in [50].The most recognized security threats are DoS, Eaves-

dropping, man in the middle, physical attack, and distributed

DoS. All these attacks are critical for effective DD and

D2D communication.

VI. SECURITY EVOLUTION

Security evolution from 1G to 5G is explained in Figure 8, and

particularly security evolution architecture in 5G is explained

in Figure 7, these can be applied to discovery and communi-

cation aspects. The first and second era are not much affected

by discovery S&P while remaining eras are much depended
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TABLE 4. Most widely recognized kinds of security threats [50].

FIGURE 7. Security evolution architecture in 5G [51].

on proximity services [56]. There are two primary types of

D2D communication in-band and out-band. Both types are

vulnerable against security and privacy and following attacks

are affecting the D2D systems; Eavesdropping attack tunes

in to the devices channel to acquire delicate information and

includes both in-band and out-band. Impersonate attack can

profess to be a real device to gain admittance to the data traf-

fic information and incorporates both in-band and out-band.

Tampering in which the attacker tries to physical access of

device and effects only out-band. Along with the generation

evolution, the S&P depends on the in-band and out-bandD2D

as explained in Table 5. In conclusion, out-band is much vul-

nerable than in-band. The S&P (internal and external attacks)

between out-band (IEEE 802.11p) and in-band (LTE-X2X) is

also explained in Table 6, which proved that in-band is much

impervious than out-band and the security evolution much

depends on players as explained in Figure 5. Briefly these

issues are highlighted here as:

A. LISP SECURITY ISSUES

From the LISP’s perspective (refer to Figure 5), there are a

few potential wellsprings of vulnerabilities in the discovery

solution as explained in Figure 9, which could frustrate the

robustness of the discovery estimate:

1) EXISTENCE OF MALICIOUS DEVICES IN THE NETWORK

The malicious devices are those devices transmitting fake

information to the LISP, for example, beaconing and spoof-

ing devices which transmit wrong discovery measurement in

the next-generation network. Beaconing here alludes to the

circumstance when a malicious device re-transmits delayed

but same discovery signal to make an error in navigation

system unit receiver devices. Spoofing here alludes to the

circumstance when a malicious device communicates an

engineered navigation signal to trap the mobile navigation

receiver utilizing the false signals and getting an incorrect

discovery.
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FIGURE 8. Security evolution from 1G to 5G.

TABLE 5. Comparison of in-band and out-band D2D S&P attacks [19], [60]–[62].

2) CONSCIOUS AND UNCONSCIOUS INTERFERENCE

Transmit the narrow-band interference signal for jamming of

navigation signal when used for discovery, whichmight affect

the discovery signal quality needed for discovery.

3) NETWORK-ASSISTED DATABASE DETERIORATION

A database deterioration applies to discovery techniques

trusting on a lineup database, for example, Received Signal

Strength (RSS)-based approaches.
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TABLE 6. Security and privacy (Internal and external attacks) between IEEE802.11p and LTE-X2X [16].

FIGURE 9. LISP security Issues.

FIGURE 10. LBSP security issues.

B. LBSP SECURITY ISSUES

From the LBSP’s perspective (refer to Figure 5), there are a

few potential wellsprings of vulnerabilities in the discovery

solution as is explained in Figure 10, which could frustrate

the robustness of the discovery estimate.

1) UNAUTHORIZED USE OF LBS

Here, a device which did not wage the assistance would

attempt to utilize it by getting to falsely the LBSP.

2) DISCOVERY LEAKAGE

Discovery information can be leaked due to the hacking

of LBSP and such discovery leakage can antagonistically

influence the device and its conviction in LBSP. For instance,

knowing someone when he was on holidays based on their

discovery information can make the chances of house rob-

bery, if such data gets into noxious hands. By knowing dis-

covery identity of the devices can enable to ride easily on

an automatic toll highway, as the bill would be easily sent

to another device.

3) INSUFFICIENT PRIVACY POLICIES

A LBSP utilizes discovery information to enable are

web-based service. Often its developers depend on the third

parties’ sources. For instance, a location-aware publicizing

may utilize information about different shop offers in a spe-

cific shoppingmall, joinedwith customers dedication cards to

that specific shop. The third-party unit depends on discovery

information; therefore, these prerequisites may be into the

clash with LBSP policy that asserts the discovery information

is just utilized anonymously. The LBSP ought to make it

clear to what degree and what sort of discovery information

is gathered by the third parties. If such information is related

with individual device profile, then this should be informed

to the devices in LBSP policy. This methodology would be

clear to the devices to pick own discovery information and

utilized. There are many methods to confirm and strengthen

the right utilization of the discovery information.

C. 5G ENABLED DEVICES SECURITY ISSUES

Along with LISP and LBSP, some security threats affect the

discovery enabled devices (refer to Figure 5). The primary

security threats from the device side are grouped in Figure 11

and explain as:

1) EXISTENCE OF MALICIOUS DEVICES

This influence both the LISP and the devices in the

device-centric discovery, as the discovery estimation depends

on data gathered from different devices in the network.

2) RELIABILITY LEVEL OF LISP/ LBSP/ BOTH

These influence devices utilizing both network and

device-centric discovery. This might occur when the device

depends, for instance, on a cloud LISP/LBSP or on arrange-

ments including crowd-sourced information. A reliability in
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FIGURE 11. 5G enabled devices security issues.

discovery-aware applications including emergency help, road

help or tolling is desired. The reliability levels are frequently

characterized as for a specific target device accuracy or

accessibility. For instance, if a LISP is reliable to give a

discovery accuracy of under 5 m in 80% of cases, it can’t

be stated if a similar LISP can be reliable to give a discovery

accuracy of under 0.5 m in 99% of cases.

3) KNOWN AND UNKNOWN INTERFERENCE

These influences both the LISP and the devices in the

mobile-centric discovery, as a low-quality estimation would

break down the discovery estimation or in extraordinary cases

stop the LISP completely. By implication, these interferences

likewise influence LBSP. The disintegrated discovery estima-

tion may influence the service quality or deny the access to

the discovery aware services.

4) DISCOVERY LEAKAGE [57]

when a device reports a false discovery; such discovery infor-

mation can be utilized to incorrectly identify the device and

may cause identity theft.

5) MUTUALLY DATABASE ERROR

This threat is legal for the discovery strategies depending

on a training database. Such training is commonly gathered

by the 5G system and important parts discovery purpose as

explained in Figure 12. The communication line error can

influence the transmitted database’s discovery accuracy, and

subsequently the robustness and accuracy of the discovery.

6) DISCOVERY-TRACKING BY MALWARE APPLICATIONS

Current market analysis has been revealed that more than

7 million devices had malware application in 2018, which is

nearly 54% of the numbers from 2017 [58]. Therefore, these

applications are growing at a worrying rate. Such applications

can take different fundamental information from the devices,

including discovery information [59].

VII. COUNTERMEASURES SOLUTIONS TO SECURITY

THREATS IN DD

In this section, we briefly discussed the recent literature

so far to mitigate the security threats for DD, and also

summarized briefly in Table 7. Such methods are depicted

in Figure 13.The S&P related issues are affected by vul-

nerabilities at different stages of D2D communication,

like DD, resource allocation between cellular users and

D2D users, and interference. The S&P issues solution and

analysis are urged to develop to overwhelm the different

kind of vulnerabilities. There are three levels solution; low

level, middle level, and high-level solutions. In low-level

solutions, S&P threats are addressed at hardware, physi-

cal, and link layer. Excessive DD signals (DoS attacks)

are grasped by implementing solutions based on RSS mea-

surement, information rate discrepancy, channel estimation,

encoding, and decoding scheme, and discovery signal deliv-

ery ratio. The physical interface should be protected to soft-

ware access to hardware. D2D system should be protected

using intrusion detection systems by Flooding attacks, like,

sleep deprivation attacks at multiple levels [108], [109].

In mid-level solutions, replication attacks are avoided by pre-

senting time stamp and section check through the hash chain.

Uncertain neighborhood issue is illuminated by conveying

cryptography-based validation algorithm. Routing attacks are

avoided by utilizing device verification. DoS by wormhole

attacks are precluded by confirmation through hash chain

capacities, arrangements dependent on signal quality estima-

tion, cryptographic calculations, interruption identification

framework for inconsistency recognition and correspondence

behavior examination. Attacks on S&P can be recognized

by keeping up the rundown of trusted/untrusted devices.

DoS attacks brought about by session establishment and

resumption are tackled by sending verification compo-

nent dependent on encryption keys [8], [16]. In high

level solutions, DoS attacks at application layer trig-

gered by vulnerable interfaces, stronger password protected

firmware/software, firewalls and test software beside vul-

nerabilities, use of encryption and signature algorithms,

and systematic firmware updates. Network interruption due

to middleware S&P breach is undertaken by deploying

solutions-based validation, efficient security policies and

implementing encryption algorithms. Some more detail is

discussed here as:

A. RELIABILITY MONITORING

The DD in next-generation networks has similarities to the

navigation system. Due to a large number of devices, time of

arrival from the device is measured by more than 2 devices,

which makes discovery equation over determined. In [110],

authors discussed open challenges and recent advances in

reliable wireless and developed Internet of Things (IoT) net-

works, where wireless monitoring and control tasks require

to encounter rigorous real-time and reliability controls. Reli-

ability analyses in drone monitoring communication systems

is done in [111], where mathematical model is developed.

The results demonstrate that the average life probability

tend towards reality and reliability and monitoring extraordi-

nary important to enhance the reliability of communication
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FIGURE 12. General principle for 5G discovery.

FIGURE 13. Possible solutions.

FIGURE 14. Outlier detection methods.

systems. A quantitative analysis for reliability in IoTs

monitoring systems is proposed in [112], where cluster-

ing is formatted. Moreover, the reliability estimate and

mean time to malfunctions are also calculated. The simu-

lation results are evaluated and investigated quantitatively.

This research offers valuable hypothetical and application-

based understanding that can ensure reliable services in

communication.

B. OUTLIER DETECTION MECHANISMS

It can be utilized to detect malicious devices or other decep-

tive impacts in the database. Outlier discovery methods have

been generally contemplated by the signal processing and

statistics communities [113], and similar methodologies can

be utilized to expand the training database to strengthen

in 5G discovery. The outlier detection method in [113] can

be divided into three types as explained in Figure 14.
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C. ESTIMATION OF INTERFERENCE SIGNALS

According to [114], interference signals sources can be cat-

egorized into three groups as is explained in Figure 18.

These groups are malicious interference, uninformed inter-

ference, and unavoidable interference. In malicious interfer-

ence, deliberately radio frequency (RF) signal is transmitted,

which causes interference to the number of devices. In unin-

formed interference, uncorrelated frequency is sent, which

causes interference. In the accidental interference, malfunc-

tions cause severe interference and S&P issues. In [115],

authors provided detail survey on interference management

problems for 5G network. In this article, interference issues

and management are highlighted for 5G candidate technolo-

gies, for example, for D2D communications. The interference

management is performed by enabling multi-point transmis-

sion [116], inter cell interference coordination, and coordi-

nated scheduling. A DD interference cancellation in D2D

communications is proposed in [117], [118], in which sens-

ing matrix is developed and to be utilized in beam-forming

training. Simulation results indicate that the proposed D2D

algorithm performs well the traditional D2D procedure in

the spectral and energy efficiency, and beam-forming training

complexity.

D. ENHANCING RELIABILITY

Several reliability metrics can be utilized to assess the trust

intensity of a LISP, LBSP and a device. The trust inten-

sity of the confinement players is location information, con-

text information, and authentication. Reliability enhancing

factors and metrics are proximity metrics, privacy metrics,

authentication metrics, and similarity metrics as explained

in 15. In [119], authors proposed high reliable 5G V2X

and D2D communications procedure. The result show that

D2D depend on the 5G network resources to guarantee the

required capacity, high reliability, low latency, throughput,

resiliency, and security in sending and receiving data among

devices. A review of the D2D reliable cooperative method in

mobile system is summarized in [120]. In this paper, mobile

network structure and D2D reliable cooperative structure and

their challenging questions and then discourse and compare

distinct behaviors to launch the D2D reliable cooperative

affiliation in mobile network. In [108], authors proposed

ultra-reliable with low latency communications scenarios,

solutions, and open issues. In this paper possible reliable

solutions for the physical layer, link layer, network layer,

and cross-layer design is provided, and open issues are

discussed.

VIII. ENCODING TECHNIQUES FOR SECURITY AND

PRIVACY OF DISCOVERY

Encoding solutions needed for guaranteeing S&P of device

discovery rely upon the application and foe models. Some

important solutions are presented in Table 8. There are

three main situations: 1) devices and network control is reli-

able and only security and privacy is needed for outsider,

TABLE 7. An overview of research works and classification of the S&P
methods [16].

2) discovery information given by the device is not accessible

or cannot be trusted in distributed environments thus, the dis-

covery must be confirmed, 3) the system (LISP, LSBP, LIC)

can’t be trusted and consequently, S&P of the device’s area

must be guaranteed. These situations leads to various S&P

objectives and require diverse encoding arrangements. Four

essential objectives of encoding are authenticity, integrity,

confidentiality, and non-repudiation [121] with their possi-

ble threats are explained in Table 6.The First S&P require-

ment is the availability and the concerns threats are Hole

attacks (Black&Grey), Jamming attacks, Flooding attacks,

and Coalition attack. These attacks affect vehicular D2D sys-

tems and LTE D2D systems. In vehicular D2D some of them

are for internal attacks and some of them are external attacks.

In LTE case, cellular-based and D2D based with internal and

external attacks are involved. The remaining requirements are

elaborated in Table 6.

A. ENCODING AUTHENTICATION IN DISCOVERY

A rehashing issue in the previously mentioned 5G discov-

ery situations is how to guarantee integrity, the authenticity

of discovery signals and discovery data. If a device, which

knows its discovery information, needs to share its coordi-

nates in a secure way, at that point it must guarantee that any

pernicious party cannot alter the communication. A similar

issue is ubiquitous in data communication and for authentic-

ity and integrity of discovery can be explained with similar

encoding techniques previously utilized in communication.

For example, if two devices can share a secret-key by means

of a protected channel, at that point they can utilize this

key with standard encoding systems to guarantee integrity

and authenticity of their communication by encoding signal

verification code. These encoding procedures are commonly

enough to prevent the threat of ‘‘unapproved utilization of the

discovery-based service’’ [17], [19], [23].

In [109], authors suggested encoding authentication

solution and architecture. The suggested solution are cen-

tralized cloud server included authentication, edge devices

supported authentication, and network access devices assisted
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TABLE 8. Proposed methods, issues, advantages and disadvantages.

authentication. A key agreement-based energy efficient and

mutual authentication scheme formobile network is proposed

in [122]. Authentication protocols for moving devices S&P is

proposed to achieve imperative S&P properties, for example,

privacy against eavesdroppers, anonymity, and communica-

tion security, etc. Simulation results show that the proposed

method is secure and efficient compared with other authen-

tication methods for moving devices. Configurable unidenti-

fied authenticationmethods for the IoTs is suggested in [123],

where the author explains the two configurable S&P preserv-

ing authentication methods zero knowledge proof and com-

mon secret encoding and performance is assessed in terms of

delay and power consumption. A secure pairing for devices

by means of Wi-Fi signals is proposed in [124], where two

devices automatically authenticate and acquire shared key

consistent with the CSI of theWi-Fi signal. Simulation results

provide security analysis in terms of usability, efficiency and

performance.

B. ENCODING HOPPING DISTANCE

If an element of LISP, called the auditor, needs to confirm

the discovery of an untrusted element. For example, a device

has an unsatisfactory discovery track record so that, the DD

given by that device can not be trusted. Instead, the auditor

needs the way to acquire unquestionable verification about

the device’s physical position. Encoding hopping distance

protocols provide a higher bound for the hopping distance

between two devices [121], [125]. Study of physical layer for

S&P is not just constrained to the assurance of information

secrecy. Physical layer is likewise be utilized to secure infor-

mation reliability. For example, two objects share a common

radio resource, however, do not share any authentication keys,

in what manner can the information exchanged between these

objects be confirmed and in what manner can their trust-

worthiness be safeguarded within the sight of an aggressor?

Here, by DD information integrity, signal must be secured

against any pernicious malicious, and by signal validation.
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FIGURE 15. Enhancing reliability factors.

FIGURE 16. S&P issues.

In simple it should be certain who is the DD signal sender.

In this context integrity codes for modulation are required for

ensuring S&P over communication channel.

To transmit a DD signal, the sender device encodes the sig-

nal using unidirectional code, for example, aManchester code

stimulation, known assignment of 1s and 0s inside an encoded

signal (forManchester code, the quantities of 1s and 0swill be

equivalent). This encoded signal is then transmitted utilizing

on-off keying, with the end goal that every 0 is transmitted

as a nonappearance of sign and every 1 as an arbitrary sign.

To decode the DD signal and check its integrity the reciver

device essentially measures the signal energy. If the signal

energy is above a threshold, the bit is deciphered as a 1 and if it

underneath a threshold, it is translated as a 0. If the proportion

of bits 1 and 0 relates to the encoding plan, the integrity

of the DD signal is approved. Integrity codes expect that

the receiver device knows when the transmitter device is

transmitting. This implies their communication should be

booked or the transmitter device needs to consistently be

transmitting [126].

IX. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

With the quick advancement of network innovation, the uti-

lization of network exchange and data processing has turned

out to be increasingly common. With the development

of D2D network practices, like, DD, and resource allo-

cation among D2D and cellular users, devices should be

aware by their own S&P issues [127]. Particularly with the

improvement of the wireless system, this issue is especially

noticeable. Contrasted and customary wired systems, the

S&P issues of wireless systems have the accompanying qual-

ities: enable invader to eavesdrop, modify and malicious

important information and discovery signal attenuation lead

to loss of data [128]. Major challenges related to DD are

depicted in Figure 16.

D2D S&P concerns are distributed into three levels: lower,

intermediate and high level. In low-level threats, physical and

data link layers are being affected. These include spoofing

attacks, inadequate physical interface security, sleep depri-

vation attacks, vulnerable device initialization, and jamming

attacks. In intermediate-level security, challenges related to

routing and communication networks, and transport layers

are considered. These incorporate DD of insecure neighbor,

DoS attacks, lossy network attacks, wormhole and sinkhole

attacks, and DD session stealing, and many more. In high-

level security, challenges related to running applications on

D2D, like, cloud, apprehensive software, attacks via the

web, data privacy, mobile, firmware attacks, andmiddle-ware

security issues are discussed [20]. Imperatives of D2D S&P

architecture are resource restriction having the computational

power and limited memory. It is the bottleneck principally

in building up a powerful S&P system. Cryptographic algo-

rithms must be executed inside these requirements. Imple-

mentation of new S&P and communication protocols need

storage expansion and power necessities. It infers that these

protocols should be adjusted to be less computation-intensive

and power proficient. Other imperatives incorporate data pri-

vacy, device proprietorship, and refreshing and overseeing the
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FIGURE 17. Improvement Suggestions.

FIGURE 18. Estimation of interference signals methods.

programming of devices. D2D communication systems are

heterogeneous in nature, therefore, needs the S&P system

to be multilayered and versatile to D2D architecture that

can progressively choose the security component at various

layers.

To build up an extensive S&P conspire for D2D systems,

the S&P protocols at various layers must be made interoper-

able by implementing convention algorithms. It is imperative

to create standards and procedures to ensure satisfactory

accessibility of devices in D2D systems, add redundancy

to the D2D system if there should be an occurrence of

single-point failure and keep up the balance among reliability

and cost of whole D2D system. Embedded devices in the

D2D system are available to equipment failing and resource-

limited. S&P schemes are required for routing and processing

algorithms, validation and verification protocols to be created

to avoid S&P issues at the equipment level. The S&P issues

because of the system over benefit are of key significance.

Since it is a middle-ware S&P issue, the answer for disposing

of the vulnerability needs the exertion from both academia

and industry sides [36]. The solutions need to propose to

avoid S&P issues on the application level as well. The appli-

cation developer can accept our recommendation and roll out

relating improvements to fix the S&P bugs. The fixes appear

to be basic, however, the issue should be in the middle-ware

in any case. We discuss about a few lessons gained from the

researches’ investigation of the D2D networks that we accept

to be extensively pertinent to in-band D2D framework plan.

We additionally give some enhancement recommendations as

explained in Figure 17.

X. CONCLUSION

The current status of D2D systems presents real difficulties

as far as immature standards, limited hardware resources,

security issues at software and hardware level. The diversity

of the D2D system is a significant bottleneck to building up a

universal S&P protocol good with all D2D layers like DD

and resource allocation. In this article, an outline is given

on DD S&P challenges, attacks on the D2D system, their

classification and the related solutions. A pragmatic overview

for S&P evaluation on the D2D network is discussed in

detail. The study of the D2D system is challenging because

there are various systems to set up a D2D framework on

the operating system and every one of them utilizes distinct

S&P levels. Furthermore, the applications introduced on the

operating system are close-sourced personal modules, so we

do not know how information exchange discovery service

is executed on an application level. It can be grouped into

four types to protect the device’s information S&P. 1) Over-

privileged problem due to coarse-grained network structure,

2) key knowledge leakage is a fundamental threat, 3) the net-

work required human involvement authentication procedure

is avoidable, and 4) decoding information transfer over the

system is insecure.
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